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This message concerns:

Markets
☐ SIX Swiss Exchange
☐ SIX Structured Products Exchange
☐ SIX Liquidnet Services
☐ SIX Swiss Index

Interfaces
☐ MDDX
☒ SMF
☐ MDI

Dear Vendor

As announced in SIX Exfeed Message No. 04/2018 on 14 February 2018, please find below some information about the availability of the SMF after the going-live of the MDDX in late October 2017.

SMF Decommissioning

As planned, the SMF will be decommissioned on Friday, 29 June 2018 – 22:30 (CEST) EOB, i.e. this is also the end of the extensive parallel run with the MDDX. Vendors are asked to confirm MDDX readiness before the SMF decommissioning takes place.

Please note: We would like to remind you that the vendor owns and is solely responsible for the management and operation of the communication infrastructure (routers, leased line) from their sites to the dedicated SMF Ethernet RJ45 port(s). SIX Exfeed recommends you to plan your SMF infrastructure decommissioning including cancelation of connectivity to avoid additional carrier costs.

For questions, please do not hesitate to contact your Local Support Center or the SIX Exfeed Help Desk.

Best regards
SIX Exfeed Ltd
Customer Support

For business related questions, e.g. data-content, - packages and entitlements:
SIX Exfeed Help Desk +41 58 399 2445 data-services@six-swiss-exchange.com

For technical questions, e.g. SCAP connectivity, operational issues, please contact your Local Support Center:
London +44 20 7864 4364 lsl@six-group.com
Geneva +41 58 399 5642 lsg@six-group.com
Zurich +41 58 399 2400 lsz@six-group.com